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California Supreme Court
State high court boots Citizens United
 nonbinding measure off ballot
 The state Supreme Court on Monday struck from
 the November ballot an advisory proposition that
 would have asked voters whether Congress should
 amend the U.S. Constitution to limit campaign
 spending by corporations.

U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit
Judges can still award attorney fees even
 when the lawsuit is done
 Federal trial judges retain jurisdiction over post-
judgment attorney fee disputes even after their
 authority has expired in the underlying case, a 9th
 U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel held on
 Monday.

Administrative/Regulatory
Common sense gun regulation
 AB 1014 is common sense regulation, much like
 existing laws prohibiting the possession of
 firearms by individuals under domestic-violence
 orders of protection, which courts have
 consistently upheld. By Lawrence Rosenthal

Law Practice
King & Spalding steals IP partner from
 Orrick
 Thomas J. Gray was a co-leader of Orrick's trade
 secret subgroup for many years.

Alabama firm opens first West Coast office
 in San Francisco
 Maynard Cooper & Gale PC's new location will
 initially focus on insurance and financial services
 litigation, complex Employee Retirement Income
 Security Act litigation, and sports and
 entertainment law.

Criminal
Clerks can file failure-to-appear complaints
 in traffic court, high court says
 The state Supreme Court ruled that doing so does
 not violate the state's separation of powers
 doctrine.
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State Legislature must protect
 workers from wage theft

 The state Legislature needs to
 enact currently pending
 legislation to protect workers
 from wage theft. Low-wage
 workers in many settings - day
 laborers, car wash workers,
 dishwashers, construction
 workers - are often deprived of
 the wages they earn. This occurs
 with shocking frequency.
 Sometimes employers simply
 fail to pay the wages required by
 agreement and by law.
 Sometimes employers pay much
 less than has been earned. Wage
 and hour violations of state and
 federal law are common.

 Low-wage workers are
 especially vulnerable to such
 abuse. Employers know that
 these individuals cannot afford

 legal representation. Frequently these individuals are undocumented and employers
 believe that they will not come forward to make claims. A 2010 study by the UCLA
 Labor Center found that every week eight out 10 low-wage workers suffered a pay-
related violation, losing a total of more than $26 million dollars in wages per week in
 Los Angeles alone.

 California has tried to deal with this problem by having the labor commissioner of
 the Department of Industrial Relations enforce the state's wage and hour laws. But this
 approach has proven grossly inadequate. The labor commissioner lacks the resources
 to effectively enforce the wage payment laws in the tens of thousands of cases of wage
 theft that are filed annually. Although the labor commissioner has made great strides
 forward in the recent years under the leadership of Commissioner Julie Su, it is
 unrealistic to expect that the state will budget sufficient resources to solve a problem of
 this magnitude through agency enforcement actions alone.

 There also has been a serious problem with these enforcement actions: They have
 named as the defendant the corporation for which the individuals worked. But with
 surprising frequency, these corporations have gone out of business by the time the
 Department of Industrial Relations issues an order requiring payment of wages. A
 judgment against a defunct corporation leaves the workers with nothing. In many
 cases, the owners anticipate lawsuits and transfer the corporation's assets to other
 corporations or to themselves so that they can continue to operate a profitable business
 and bilk their workers and other creditors.

 It takes scores of hours of investigation and attorney time to trace the assets to a new
 corporation and then a whole new round of litigation to prove that the workers are
 entitled to be paid from the assets of the new corporation or the owners. Thus, it is
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Lewis Brisbois adds entertainment guru in
 San Francisco
 Actor-turned-litigator Dennis J. Holahan joined
 Lewis Brisbois Bisgaard & Smith LLP as partner in
 San Francisco, the firm announced Monday.

Obituaries
Judge known for empathy, practical ideas
 Kurt Kumli, a Santa Clara County Superior Court
 judge known for empathy and coming up with
 practical ideas to advance his work, died Aug. 4
 after battling brain cancer. He was 52.

Entertainment & Sports
Jenner & Block hires entertainment
 litigator
 Daniel A. Rozansky leaves Stroock & Stroock &
 Lavan in Los Angeles.

Litigation
Upland wins $2.23 million arbitration
 award against insurer
 The city has obtained a $2.23 million arbitration
 award against an insurance company, a second
 win this year against insurers whom it accused of
 failing to pay to defend litigation stemming from
 one of California's biggest corruption cases.

Labor/Employment
State Legislature must protect workers
 from wage theft
 The state Legislature needs to enact currently
 pending legislation to protect low-wage workers
 from all too-common wage theft. By Erwin
 Chemerinsky and Catherine Fisk

Transportation
California has an Uber identity crisis
 Ridesharing services Uber and Lyft have become a
 favorite method of transportation for many
 Californians. Yet these services are once again
 under attack in Sacramento. By Paul
 Fraidenburgh

Constitutional Law
The road to death penalty abolition
 In July, U.S. District Judge Cormac Carney of the
 Central District of California declared the death
 penalty in California unconstitutional, citing the
 lengthy delays in its administration. What's next?
 By Hadar Aviram

Labor/Employment
As the Brinker dust settles, review what we
 learned
 The $56.5 million settlement of the Brinker
 litigation is an iconic decision clarifying the
 procedural standards of class certification and the
 substantive law rules governing meal and rest
 period compliance. By Richard J. Simmons
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 unsurprising that a UCLA Labor Center study found that only 17 percent of individuals
 who won wage judgments from the labor commissioner between 2008 and 2011 were
 able to collect even a penny of the wages they were owed.

A 2010 study ... found that every week eight
 out 10 low-wage workers suffered a pay-

related violation, losing a total of more than
 $26 million dollars in wages per week in Los

 Angeles alone.

 The labor commissioner has begun trying to resolve this judgment collection
 problem in recent years, most notably by establishing a partnership with the Wage
 Justice Center (a nonprofit legal organization in Los Angeles). Since 2013 the labor
 commissioner and the Wage Justice Center have worked tirelessly to enforce some of
 the thousands of unpaid wage judgments produced by the labor commissioner and
 have begun filing the complex litigation necessary to unwind the type of fraudulent
 transfers of assets that is often used to evade payment of wage judgments by
 businesses that employ low-income workers. Given the resource-intensive nature of
 this litigation and the magnitude of the problem, it would take hundreds, if not
 thousands, of lawyers and investigators to fully remedy the problem. Although the
 state and nonprofits have a role to play, it is not reasonable to expect them to solve this
 problem through government enforcement alone. Workers themselves must have tools
 to effectively enforce their rights.

 This is not a new problem and there is a well-established solution. California already
 has provided it to one class of workers: mechanics, which includes construction
 contractors, plumbers, electricians and anyone who performs labor to improve real
 property. Mechanics are permitted by California law to assert liens against the
 property they have worked on to collect wages that they are due. Because the lien is
 against the property, the wages can be collected even if the corporation has gone out of
 business. Nor does enforcement necessarily depend on hiring a lawyer to file litigation
 or bringing an administrative action before the Department of Industrial Relations. In
 fact, the vast majority of mechanic's lien claims are resolved through negotiation by the
 parties without ever burdening the court system or state enforcement agencies.

 The limitation, though, is that only mechanics, those who improve a piece of real
 property, can take advantage of this law. A bill currently pending in the legislature,
 Assembly Bill 2416 (Stone), would solve this problem by allowing all workers to assert
 liens to collect unpaid wages. Anyone who performs labor (excluding certain high-
income employees) would be able to do this. Those who are owed wages will be able to
 use the liens to enforce their wage claims, even when the companies have gone out of
 business or fraudulently transferred assets. Moreover, AB 2416 should lead to more
 negotiated resolutions of wage disputes, decreasing the burden and expense for the
 court system and the Department of Industrial Relations.

 The bill has passed the Assembly and now is pending in the state Senate. It is urgent
 that it be passed and signed by Gov. Jerry Brown. This is a bill to protect the most
 vulnerable in our society and would simply provide a mechanism to make sure that
 low-wage workers get the money they are owed. This is about enforcing contracts and
 wage laws, but it also is about basic fairness and decency.
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